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Importance of German in "German Life" 
Jakob Grimm, who founded the academic field of linguistics, 

also compared and determined a number of English and Ger
man word si.milarities. Some words differ only by one letter 
through a consonant sound shift, e.g. the letters 'v' vs. 'b' as in 

English: German: 
have haben 
heave 
live 
love 
shove 
shave 
sieve 
seven 

heben 
Leben 
lieben 
schieben 
schaben (= sich rasieren) 
sieben, Sieb 
sieben ( = 7) 

In fact, Grimm found around 1,500 such pairs of similarity, 
also with other letters (f-b: life-Leben, wife-Wei/J, loaf-Laib; l
ts[=z in German]: tongue-Zunge, toe-Zeh(e), two-zwei, twenty
zwanzig, twitter-zwitschern, h1g-Zug, tow-ziehen, tame-zahm). 
Differing vowel patterns may lessen an obvious pair relation
ship, but the principle can be recognized without difficulty. 

German and English sentence structure looked more simi
lar in the middle ages before Latin and Ancient Greek and 
their words and sentence forms were int roduced to human
ism, the reformation and the renaissance. The English poet 
and philologist Geoffrey Chaucer spoke a Middle English that 
despite French influence uses still much Anglo-Saxon, thus a 
variable form of Middle Low and even Middle High German. 
One can recognize the relationship between the two medi
eva.l languages much easier than between today's forms. Early 
Modern German took over complicated lengthy sentence 
structures, as used in scholarly lexts from Latin, and long syn
thetic words from Ancient Greek as we find in long chemical 
words for medications and formulas. Thus, Germans have no 
hesitation to pronounce and write "the wife of a captain of the 
Danube Ship's Vessel Association" as the ''Donaudampfschiff
fahrtsgesellschaftskapitiinsfrmt. In comparison, such a com
pound word was adopted by American-English adve1tisers 
on TV for water absorbing cleaning towels as the "quicker
pickerupper" which should be spelled, methinks, as one word 
(?). There are many long words in German, which can make 
b·anslating even quite related languages as English and Ger
man not as clear cul as mowing grass. 

Wlien CL presents marvelous photographs and pictures of 
buildings, monuments a11d scenes in German Europe and else
where with their English articles, it leaves out the glorious ele-

men!: of German by necessity. The language department alone 
offers English and German. And there are many examples of 
monument-like language depictions that have been shared 
in the pages of CL! Let us take Martin Luther's Bible trans
lation which also introduced the most distinguished form of 
early modern German. Int he few remaining copies of the first 
print around 1530, the initial letters of major paragraphs were 
painted by hand. People visit the locations where these Bibles 
are kept (one is in the library of the University oflllinois at Ur
bana-Champaign) and admire them as they would any paint
ing or historical monument. Martin Luther's original German 
edition has been translated into hundreds of languages. 

The second most read book, according to the annual United 
Nations statistics, das Kapital by the German academic, po
litical philosopher and sociologist Karl Marx, again translated 
into many languages, testifies to the competence of German 
writing once more. The famous Gennan author Johann Wolf
gang Goethe is considered the most impoitant contributor 
to the establishment of today's Standard Gennan, known as 
Hochdeutsch, as also GL presents it by its h·anslators. He and 
other German writers compare in their language art to the 
astounding buildings and other arl extended regularly in the 
pages of CL. There are numerous German writers who contin
ue to cultivate and preserve the German language- the poets 
Friedrich Hoelderlin, Heimich Heine, Rainer Maria Rilke or 
many writers after World War ll, such as Nobel Prize Winners 
Hennann Hesse, Nelly Sachs, Thomas Mann, Elias Canetti, 
Guenther Grass, Elfriede Jelinek, and Herta Mi.iller. The list 
of German writers is long, longer than those of most lan
guages. In past decades it has been augmented by over one 
thousand German writers of literature who are not German. 
They or their parents came to Germany as immigrants, guest 
workers or refugees- East Europeans, Greeks, Turks, Iraqi, or 
Africans-and have acquired superb skills of the German lan
guage. Hagia Sophja in Istanbul, the Taj Mahal in Agra or the 
Kaaba in Mecca will become part of a cultural world described 
in German by non-Germans. With all these eventful phenom
ena sun-ounding and expanding German culture in the tradi
tional and in a future sense German language emerges quite 
changed in world affairs and has to be portrayed accordingly 
with respectful recognition in our distinguished journal well 
into the future. Don' t you agree? 

ORNATE PAGES FROM LUTHER'S BIBLE. 


